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Our Products are High-
Performing and Built to Last
Hydraulic Cylinders, Inc. supplies top-quality aftermarket and 
custom hydraulic cylinders and component parts. With a durable, 
performance-built design our hydraulic cylinders are made to 
withstand extreme work conditions and environments.

Headquartered in Minnesota
We are a full-line supplier of hydraulic cylinders, component parts, and accessories. Rely 
on our industry experts with extensive fluid power industry experience to deliver you 
precision results and service.
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Call Today: 888-771-18942

HCI provides customers with 
options, answers, accuracy, 
quality and prompt responses.

HCI stocks aftermarket 
replacement cylinders for 
popular foreign and domestic 
equipment brands.

The HCI Hydraulic Cylinder 
Difference
Our replacement hydraulic cylinders are expertly designed and manufactured to address 
specific application needs, enhancing performance and significantly reducing downtime. 
Partnering with HCI, a comprehensive supplier of replacement hydraulic cylinders and 
component parts, presents an effective solution to exceed your hydraulic needs.
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Innovative Product Development
Whether you need a hard-to-find replacement cylinder or have a unique configuration 
that requires a fully custom solution, we have the design, engineering, and manufacturing 
resources that will deliver the performance and durability you need.

Demolish Downtime
Our hydraulic cylinders and precision machined components are manufactured and 
assembled in the USA. We can get you up and running without fail, allowing you a carefree 
custom hydraulic experience.

Same Day Shipping On In-Stock 
Cylinders
With an extensive inventory of in-stock hydraulic cylinders, our same-day shipping 
minimizes the time needed to get mobile or industrial machinery back on track.

HCI is Your Go-To Supplier 
of Aftermarket Hydraulic 
Cylinders and USA-Made 
Component Parts
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Shop our extensive stock to 
find your best replacement 
hydraulic cylinder solution.

Our experts will help you 
accurately identify your best 
aftermarket hydraulic cylinder 
for your application.

Hydraulic Cylinders for All Types of 
Equipment and Attachments
No two markets have the same requirements, and HCI is here to make your purchasing 
process as fast, easy, and stress-free as possible. To narrow your replacement hydraulic 
cylinder search, filter your specifications by category, manufacturer, type, function, base 
end mount, rod end mount, or model number.
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Custom Hydraulic Cylinder Design 
and Manufacturing
When you have an application that requires customized, high-performance hydraulic 
cylinders, whether it’s for a single piece or large quantity orders, trust HCI for all your 
custom replacement hydraulic cylinder needs.

Contact HCI Today to Get Expert Hands-on 
Hydraulic Cylinder Advice
Our team of hydraulic experts and engineers are ready to design a custom hydraulic 
cylinder that meets your application requirements and exceeds your expectations.
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Expert Services for High-
Performing Custom 
Cylinders
Quality
With precision machined components, our custom hydraulic cylinder design and 
manufacturing services are grounded in quality and integrity, adhering to or exceeding 
strict industry and OEM standards.

Reliability
Minimize downtime and eliminate hydraulic system inefficiencies with a custom-made 
hydraulic cylinder engineered to provide a competitive edge.

Performance-Built
HCI’s custom-made, purpose-built hydraulic cylinders are designed and manufactured to 
deliver unsurpassed performance through application-specific customizations.

Custom Design Applications for 
Hydraulic Cylinders
Design and customize your next hydraulic cylinder. Our hydraulic cylinder configurators 
allow you to create a cylinder with the custom options your mobile and industrial 
equipment requires. Once you have configured your custom cylinder, one of our 
hydraulic experts will contact you to begin your hydraulic cylinder’s design and 
manufacturing process.

Scan this code to access:
• Custom Rod Cylinder Quoting App
• Pre-Engineered Cylinder Drawing App
• Cylinder Calculations App
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Shipping & Fulfillment 

HCI takes the time to ensure 
your hydraulic cylinder is 
packaged properly before 
being shipped to you.

Orders of in-stock items 
placed Monday-Friday 
before 12:00 pm CST will be 
processed on the same day.
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Navigating Shipping Logistics
Whether you need same-day shipping for in-stock cylinders or 
custom-built solutions, our team navigates the complexities of 
transportation/shipping, ensuring your cylinders arrive promptly. In 
perfect condition, so your operations can resume smoothly.

Secure Packaging
With an emphasis on custom package protection, we take the 
time to ensure your hydraulic cylinder is packaged properly before 
being shipped to you.

Export Fulfillment
Hydraulic Cylinders Inc. technical sales personnel have the 
knowledge and capability to fulfill export bid requirements for 
hydraulic cylinder purchases.

Municipalities
HCI offers one of the best combinations of municipality hydraulic 
cylinders and component parts, all American made, and most in 
stock and ready to ship.
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